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Hi to all our
members and
anyone else
around the world
that takes the time to read our monthly
newsletter.
Another very quiet month with a relatively
small Medical Mission, and sadly, the passing
away of one of our older members, Colin

Hurley, aged 84, on 12 Jun 2019. RIP Colin,
more details on him later in this newsletter.
The June Medical Mission was conducted at
Marcos Village in Clark Freeport. It was
certainly one of the smallest turnouts that I
have witnessed, and we only gave medicines
out to 381 children and there was a need for
only one special wheelchair.
This month we have the USA Vietnam
Veterans of America conducting a July 4th
celebration at the American Legion Post 123
with all AC RSL Members (and any other
Australians for that matter) invited to attend.
More details are contained later in the
newsletter.
On the same day, we have two important
visitors, Rick Meehan OAM JP, Chairman, and
Fred Campbell OAM, Vice Chairman, of the
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Keith Payne VC Veterans Benefit Group. They
were here for approximately five days, and
apart from attending the July Medical
Mission, are visiting to assess what they can
do under his banner to assist our
organisation.
Towards the end of the month, Sunday 21st
Jul at 11:25 am, to be precise, we will be
conducting a raffle at the Envy Bistro during
the Manny Pacquiao versus Keith Thurman
fight. I encourage all RSL members to attend
this special event as all monies raised from
the raffle, will be used in support of our
Medical Missions to help the underprivileged
children of Angeles City.
And, as I have mentioned for many months
now, we STILL need a volunteer to coordinate
and run the RSL AC Sub-Branch Blood Bank.
Furthermore, we also need a member to
serve as the AC RSL Sub-Branch Welfare
Officer. I have assumed the position in the
absence of a volunteer, however, my own
time constraints will not allow me to continue
fulfilling that appointment indefinitely. If you
are interested in either of these important
positions, please contact myself or any other
member of the Committee.
Unfortunately, the President of the RSL
Victorian State Branch has just advised me
that our request for financial assistance to
build our new clubrooms, although discussed
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at their Property Committee meeting, a
subsequent Finance and Audit Committee
meeting and finally, at the State Executive
meeting, was not approved. I will outline their
reasons at the July General Meeting.
That's all for this month, hopefully next
month we will be able to include some
photographs of the new clubrooms under
construction.
Best Regards,
Gary B
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VALE
Colin John Hurley
21 Jun 1934 - 12 Jun 2019 - Aged 84 - RIP
Colin was the son of Jack and Rosa Hurley and
was born in Broken Hill NSW on the 21st June
1934. He is survived by two daughters, Linda and
Marina and one son, Kallum.
Before moving to the Philippines in late 1999, he
lived primarily in Mount Isa, Townsville, Cairns,
Port Moresby, Brisbane and Darwin.
During their time living in Brisbane as a family,
they had first hand experience of the Brisbane
floods of Jan 74.
Although their house in Moggill escaped the
floods, they experienced being trapped by
floodwaters for some days. Shortly after that
experience Colin, moved to Darwin and in Dec
that year was joined by both daughters just in
time to experience Cyclone Tracey. In Marina's
words this is what happened that night:
"Linda and I went to visit Dad in Darwin
for the first time on Christmas Eve 1974,
and we arrived just before the cyclone hit.
Around midnight he moved us all into the
lounge room. When the walls started to
crack he then quickly moved us to the
bathroom and grabbed a single mattress
from one of the bedrooms. Although we
were not hurt, we were very lucky to
survive. The whole house was torn apart
and the only room left (with four walls but
no ceiling) was the bathroom where we
spent 7 hours sitting in the bath or on the
bathroom floor. When Dad moved us from
the lounge room into the bathroom, he
closed the sliding door of the lounge room.

By closing this door, we were protected as
the collapsed roof and the walls formed a
barrier around both the sliding door and
wall of the bathroom. In the small
bathroom, there were two adults (Dad and
the baby-sitter), Linda and me, the
babysitters’ two children (her baby was
given an extra dose of cough syrup and
slept through the whole cyclone) and a
large, terrified dalmatian. Dad saved our
lives by moving us when he did. He held
the water-soaked single bed mattress
above our heads for 7 hours and
continually talked to us to try and make us
feel better, even though he was as terrified
as the rest of us. When the eye passed and
the winds grew even stronger, there was at
least an hour where we were all convinced
that we were going to die.
That night they lost absolutely everything they
owned.
Interestingly, the three of them also survived an
earthquake in Indonesia Timor (during a stop
over en-route to a holiday in Bali), not long after
surviving Cyclone Tracey. That meant they had
all experienced, as a family, a flood, a cyclone
and an earthquake, within the period 18 months.
A keen artist, fisherman and a qualified
accountant, he dabbled in many different fields
during his life in the Top End. Furthermore, he
was also conscripted and served as a National
Serviceman during the 1950's.
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During his many years here in the Philippines, he
was a keen member of the Angeles City RSL SubBranch, an avid Australian cricket team
enthusiast and a very dedicated member of his
local pool team.

boxes, and a full grown Dalmatian, which licked
me all the way to the Ford house in Nightcliff. In
addition he also had in tow his New Car Sales
Manager, and Used Car Manager, quite an
entourage.

RIP Colin, you will be sadly missed by your
family, all your friends and the entire RSL
Membership here in the Philippines.

We would work Saturday mornings, then off to
the Darwin Trailer Boat Club to play pool for most
of Saturday afternoon. All Managers were
expected to attend. As former employee Peter
Findlay responded to my post, “He was a good
boss, particularly following the devastation of
Cyclone Tracy, looking out for all of his
employees.”

__________________________________

ANOTHER GOOD MATE OF COLIN, BOB
WOODWARD TELLS A TALE ABOUT COLIN
Dallas. Please pass on our gratitude to those who
have assisted with arrangements following the
passing of our old friend Colin J Hurley, thanks to
Peter, Gary and Bruce, Dallas and others, with
honouring Colin’s wishes.
He was our Best Man at our wedding, and my
employer twice, and regular drinking mate. In the
end he received over 120 Remembrance
notifications on the Old Darwin web site post I
made referring to his passing, and I think about
fifteen separate posts on my own Facebook page
notice. Considering he left Darwin around
twentyfive years ago, I believe that is a credit to
him. Colin was a fully qualified Accountant. He
previously owned Boroko Motors in PNG! Now a
significant Nation Wide Dealer network, and was
also a Director of Coolaman Finance Limited in
PNG.
He was the successful General Manager of
Coachcraft Ford Brisbane when he was offered
the Ford Dealership in Darwin. He sold his
interests in PNG to accept the Ford offer.
I had arrived only months earlier to work for the
previous dealer, who Ford had removed and left
me in charge until new dealer arrived. I had
already changed name to Territory Ford before
Colin arrived. I was warned by him in a phone call
to bring several vehicles to the airport to pick him
up.
Colin arrived with a charmingly beautiful nightclub
style blonde, together with her 14 suitcases and

His Will portrays to me his life. Never wanting to
cause any fuss, would come into Ford CEO office
late, just in time to read paper, open the mail,
short discussion with Managers, then off to lunch,
and not come back.
Every day. I instituted an evening Weekly
Managers meetings which were brief at his
direction, then at his insistence off to the DR’s,
the Darwin restaurant for drinks and eats.
I think most of us quietly admired him as a
character, probably envied his free caring
lifestyle.
But it was all, mostly fun while it lasted. Later he
embarked on a successful Legal Cost Consulting
Service to Darwin Law practises, before deciding
to retire to the Philippines. His last recorded
message to me was: “If I had known how long I
was going to live, I would have taken better care
of myself.” (that was 5 years ago) RIP
Colin....sorry I could not say goodbye, but thanks
for the many great memories.

DISCLAIMER
The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and
the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or
inaccuracies contained in this newsletter. Nor do they accept any
liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of
information contained in this newsletter. Nor do they warrant that
articles or opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the
opinions held by the Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor
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Let’s Never Forget Just How ENORMOUS D-Day Really Was

On June 6, 1944, D-Day happened.
D-Day: the massive military operation

job of helping us visualize the enormity of

known at the time as Operation Neptune that

the invasion. There was really nothing else

saw the United States and the Allies invade

like it … ever. Or since.

Normandy, France, was the largest seaborne
invasion in world history. It ignited the

Let’s never forget the more than 14,000

liberation of France from the Nazis as well as

courageous military service members who

the Allies’ victory in Europe in general.

gave their life on this day. They saved us
from tyranny, they preserved our freedom

The amphibious landings are legendary —
just like the incredibly brave men who
manned the operation — but it was so much
more than the famous landing crafts. This
graphic (courtesy of the BBC) does a great

and we should be forever grateful.
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Whether it is called D Day, VE Day or as Operation Overlord, the occasion of its 75th
Anniversary was commemorated on 6th of June 2019.
The poignant poem below was written by Teresa Harrison-Best to commemorate the
anniversary of the D-Day landings on 6th June 1944. Both her father and father-in-law fought in
the war.
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The face below is now quite familiar with our readers, Keith Payne VC AM. Keith is a member and contributor
to our Sub Branch. Keith was instrumental in raising funds for the purchase of our new Medical Mission truck.
The story below appeared in the Queensland newspaper, The Courier Mail on Friday 24th May to commemorate
the 50th anniversary of Keith’s actions that led to him being awarded with his Victoria Cross.

HERO: Keith Payne VC AM as he is today; and (below) in uniform in Vietnam and receiving his medal from the Queen in
1970.

50 years since an incredible act of

bravery, Keith Payne remains humble.
Nick Wright reports:
EVEN half a century on from his
exploits in Vietnam, Victoria Cross
recipient Keith Payne vividly recalls
the day he rescued about 40 men
under heavy artillery fire.
Hearing his story paints a harrowing
picture of the nature of the Vietnam
War. For him, it’s as though it
happened yesterday.
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“I turned around and 50 years had gone, and
have they gone fast,” Payne said.
In May 1969, Payne (who was a member of the
Australian Army Training Team) and his fellow
advisers and South Vietnamese troops were
dropped about 2km east of the Cambodian
border in Kon Tum Province.
Their mission – to occupy and secure the central
highlands.
With two companies – one led by Payne – making
a charge on the North Vietnamese enemy forces,
another tailed behind to act as security should
they need to withdraw if something went wrong.
It did.
“We arrived on the hill, five minutes later we got
everything thrown at us. It was obvious they had
set up what we know as an annihilation ambush,”
Payne said.
“They attacked us directly from the west coming
up the front of the hill. At the same time they put
two spearheads around onto both flanks of the
hill and pushed in a company... between the two
main features. We were boxed in.”
Dozens of men were wounded in the assault.
Many more died.
As troops began to fall back, Payne defied the
wounds in his hands and arms to cover the
withdrawal and organise his men into a
defensive perimeter.
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“I was the company commander, the other
company commander had been mortally
wounded and passed away, so that left me in
command of the what was left of two companies,”
he said. “It was my job as the commander to get
as many of those soldiers out of that fire fight
area as possible.
“It’s your responsibility – you accept it or you
don’t.” For his amazing bravery, Payne received
his VC from Queen Elizabeth II aboard the Royal
Yacht Britannia in Brisbane on April 13, 1970. “I
was in the army 19 years before I saw a Victoria
Cross for the first time and that was when the
Queen gave me mine,” he told The Courier-Mail
many years later. His action did not go unnoticed
by other counties and he also received the
Distinguished Service Cross and the Silver Star
from the United States, and the Republic of
Vietnam awarded him the Cross of Gallantry with
Bronze Star. In 2006, he received the Medal of
the Order of Australia (OAM) for services to
veterans. In total, Payne, who was born in
Ingham in 1933 and joined the army in 1951 at
the height of the Korean War, received 23 medals
for service in the Australian Army. The 85-yearold continues to work for veterans suffering from
PTSD, but he plans to “semi-retire” next year. The
oldest surviving Australian recipient of the
Victoria Cross, he will have the 50th anniversary
of his actions honoured at a private event
organised by Mackay Regional Council. While the
wider community might honour his heroic action,
he said that it was not pride he felt, but
satisfaction that he did his job.

He then spent three hours searching alone in the
dark for members of his missing battalion and
found about 40 injured soldiers and organised
the rescue of several others.

Brave act under fire
awarded top honour

Despite the obvious heroism he exhibited, Payne
said it was simply a case of doing what he had to
do.

For the award of the Victoria Cross: London
Gazette, 19 September 1969, Ben Het, Kontum
Province, Vietnam, 24 May 1969, Warrant Officer
II Keith Payne, Australian Army Training Team,
Vietnam.

There was no hesitation – it was his job.
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ON 24 May 1969, in Kontum Province, Warrant
Officer Payne was commanding 212th Company
of 1st Mobile Strike Force Battalion when the
Battalion was attacked by a North Vietnamese
force of superior strength. The enemy isolated
the two leading companies, one of which was
Warrant Officer Payne’s, and with heavy mortar
and rocket support assaulted their position from
three directions simultaneously. Under this
heavy attack, the indigenous soldiers began to
fall back. Directly exposing himself to the
enemy’s fire, Warrant Officer Payne, through his
own efforts, temporarily held off the assaults by
alternatively firing his weapon and running from
position to position collecting grenades and
throwing them at the assaulting enemy. While
doing this, he was wounded in the hands and
arms. Despite his outstanding efforts, the
indigenous soldiers gave way under the enemy’s
increased pressure and the Battalion
Commander, together with several advisers and a
few soldiers, withdrew. Paying no attention to his
wounds and under extremely heavy enemy fire,
Warrant Officer Payne covered this withdrawal
by again throwing grenades and firing his own
weapon at the enemy. Still under fire, he then ran
across exposed ground to head off his own troops
who were withdrawing in disorder. He
successfully stopped them and organised the
remnants of his and the second company into a
temporary defensive perimeter by nightfall.
Having achieved this, Warrant Officer Payne of
his own accord and at great personal risk, moved
out of the perimeter into the darkness alone in an
attempt to find the wounded and other
indigenous soldiers. Although the enemy were
still occupying the previous position, Warrant
Officer Payne, with complete disregard for his
own life, crawled back on to it and extricated
several wounded soldiers. He then continued to
search the area, in which the enemy were also
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moving and firing, for some three hours. He
finally collected 40 lost soldiers, some of whom
had been wounded, and returned with this group
to the temporary defensive perimeter, only to
find that the remainder of the battalion had
moved back. Undeterred and personally assisting
a seriously wounded American adviser, he led the
group through the enemy to the safety of his
battalion base. His sustained and heroic personal
efforts in this action were outstanding and
undoubtedly saved the lives of a large number of
his indigenous soldiers and several of his fellow
advisors. Warrant Officer Payne’s repeated acts
of exceptional personal bravery and unselfish
conduct in this operation were an inspiration to
all Vietnamese, United States and Australian
soldiers who served with him.
Courier Mail Saturday 24 May 2019
I have modified the article by making it into two columns, otherwise
all is the same as it appeared in the Courier Mail. Ed

Level 2, Marquee Mall
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We have another new sponsor who are donating
vouchers for our raffles. Ben, the operator of
in Marquee Mall is more than happy to
support our children’s medical missions, let’s show
our support to Ben and say Hi to him next time you
are in Marquee Mall.
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Once again I thank Paul Baker for supplying me with this relevant article. The Montevideo Maru is featured at the Hellships
Memorial at Subic Bay. Ed
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THE POST-WAR MILITARY SERVICE
OF FILIPINO-AUSTRALIANS
Part 4: Pedro Juan Cubillo (1929-2000),
Malayan Emergency
Eight Filipino-Australians from the Northern Territory volunteered
for service with the AIF during World War 1, and nineteen FilipinoAustralians with a Northern Territory connection are known to have
volunteered during World War 2. At least ten Filipino-Australians
continued this tradition of operational service after the war, serving
as members of the Australian military forces between 1945 and
1975.
Antonio Pedro Cubillo (1875-1945)
Ongoing research has identified that two Filipino-Australians
served in the Australian military forces during the undeclared war
known as the Malayan Emergency – one of them being LanceCorporal Pedro Juan Cubillo.
Pedro Cubillo was the son of Ponciano and May Cubillo, and a
grandson of the Filipino pearl diver Antonio Pedro Cubillo (18751945) from Calape on Bohol Island and Magdalena (née McKeddie,
1878-1934). Antonio was a grandson of Inocencio Cubillo, a
Filipino-Spanish sail-maker who had left Spain in 1851 and settled
in the Philippines, and the first child of Gregorio (‘Bigoy’) Cubillo
and his wife Macaria.
In Palmerston (as Darwin was then known), Antonio was a diver
indentured to a Scottish pearl lugger owner George McKeddie
(1851-1927). Antonio soon began a relationship with McKeddie’s
only daughter Lily, and they had five children during their long
courtship.
Lily became known as ‘Magdelena’ after being baptised in order to
marry Antonio. They married at Saint Mary’s Cathedral on
8 September 1910, and produced several more children – a total of
ten, all essentially Larrakia but with typically Filipino names:
Christina Mary, Alberta Beatrice, Ponciano Pedro, Juan Roque,
Lorenzo Jose, Martina, Eduardo Francis, Delfin Antonio, Anna
Apolonia and Felipe.
Ponciano Pedro Cubillo (1903-1988)
Antonio and Lily’s third child and first son, Ponciano Pedro Cubillo,
was born in Palmerston on 20 April 1903 and was known as ‘Ponce’
or ‘Ponto’. He grew up in the camp outside Darwin town known as
the ‘Police Paddock’ (now the suburb of Stuart Park), and attended
the Darwin Convent School (St Joseph’s) in Cavenagh Street. He
was involved with boxing, football and the Filipino String Band and,
like his bothers, was a member of Darwin’s famous ‘White Horse
Boxing Club’.
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his brother John (Juan Roque Cubillo) on the wharf. Ponce then
served overseas with the American Merchant Service (1943-45).
After the war he maintained a connection with the naval service,
retiring at the age of 65 from Garden Island Naval Depot where he
had been working for many years as a sailmaker in the tradition of
his Filipino grandfather.
Pedro Juan Cubillo (1929-2000)
Pedro Cubillo was born in Darwin on 23 October 1929, Ponciano
and May’s first child, and attended St Joseph’s in the late 1930s.
Pedro Cubillo left school in 1945 and worked as a process worker,
a tramways conductor and a fitter of industrial sprinkling systems.
On 28 February 1956, Pedro enlisted in the Australian Regular
Army and was given the Army number ‘2/410658’. He was assigned
to the Royal Australian Engineers as a Sapper, and was posted to
1 Field Troop, RAE.
After home service at the Maralinga Test Site for British Atomic
Weapons and in Queensland, Pedro Cubillo served during the
Malayan Emergency with 1 Field Troop from September 1959 to
November 1961. The oblique stroke in Australian Regular Army
numbers was removed in 1960, so his number became ‘2410658’.
2410658 Lance-Corporal Pedro Juan Cubillo
The undeclared war known as the ‘Malayan Emergency’ was a
guerrilla war fought in the Federation of Malaya from 1948 until
1960, costing the lives of some 1,800 Malayan and Commonwealth
troops. Among them were 45 Australians who lost their lives during
and immediately after this conflict.
Australia’s commitment to Malaya fell within the context of its
membership of the British Commonwealth Far East Strategic
Reserve (BCFESR). The Australian battalions and other ground
elements saw operational service in Malaya under the command of
Headquarters Far East Land Forces (FARELF). The
Commonwealth contribution included Malayan and British units,
including Gurkhas and Royal Marines. Other Commonwealth troop
contributing nations included Australia, New Zealand, Fiji,
Nyasaland, Northern Rhodesia and Southern Rhodesia.
On 20 September 1959, the 1RAR Battalion Group embarked on a
chartered troopship, the MV Flaminia, for Singapore, comprising
the 1st Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment (1RAR), 101 Field
Battery, Royal Australian Artillery and 1 Field Troop, Royal
Australian Engineers.

Ponciano married May Sevallos Qual (and later Judith Matthews),
and had six children in total: Pedro, Raymunda, Shirley, Maureen,
Dianne and Timothy.

The Flaminia was a former passenger liner, in the service of the
British Merchant Navy during the early years of World War 2 as the
Empire Swan. This exchange of troops in 1959 occurred between
migrant transfers from Trieste, Rotterdam and Bremerhaven (195859) and further migrant voyages from Europe to Australia until
November 1961.

Ponce took some of his family to Sydney for a holiday in early
December 1941, including his 12 year old son Pedro. While in
Sydney, Ponce heard of the bombing of Darwin and the death of

The battalion group disembarked at Singapore on 2 October, and
first underwent jungle training at the FARELF Jungle Warfare
School at Kota Tinggi in Singapore where they were reported by
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the media to be ‘flat out’, getting their first month-long taste of the
Malayan jungle.

August 1957, and the eventual creation of Malaysia on 16
September 1963.

The following month they moved north to Perak State and joined
the 28th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade Group in the continuing
hunt for communist-terrorists in North Malaya.

Paul A Rosenzweig

The 28th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade Group was a formation of
the BCFESR created in Malaya on 16 September 1955. The
Brigade Headquarters and the infantry battalions were initially
stationed at Minden Barracks on Penang Island in northern Malaya,
although from 1959 they began relocating to Terendak Camp in
Malacca on the west coast. The brigade comprised forces from
Australia, New Zealand and the UK – primarily three infantry
battalions (Australia contributing a rotating battalion group), and a
British field artillery regiment with an Australian field artillery battery.

More info at: https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger

1 Field Troop was initially based in Malacca, and later in Singapore.
It operated in support of operations, exercises and engineering
projects on the Malay Peninsula, in northern Borneo and in
Thailand.
As an example of their activity, 1 Field Troop cleared a strip of land
at Fort Tapong in northern Malaya in preparation for the
construction of a 500 yard long airfield. Fort Tapong was a Malayan
police outpost near the Thai border, and was used by Australian
and other Commonwealth troops as a layover camp for jungle
operations and border patrols.
Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman signed a proclamation on 31
July 1960 declaring the Emergency over. The 1RAR Group
continued on operations in Malaya until the end of its tour of duty in
October 1961, and left Penang for Australia on 29 October on the
MV Flaminia.
Pedro Cubillo discharged in 1962, and continued as a fitter of
industrial sprinkling systems until his retirement on 2 June 1994. In
1982, Cubillo was diagnosed with renal cell carcinoma, and he died
in Darwin in 2000. The RSL (NSW) magazine ‘Reveille’ of March
2000 recorded his passing.
Commemoration
‘Cubillo Street’ in the Darwin suburb of Wanguri was named on 7
April 1971 in honour of Mrs Louisa Agatha Cubillo (née Lee, 19021967). Although Louisa Cubillo was not herself Filipino, she carried
the Cubillo name from Calape on Bohol Island in the Philippines.
She was a daughter-in-law of Antonio and Lily Cubillo; the widow
of Juan Roque Cubillo, one of five Filipino-Australians killed in the
first bombing raid on Darwin on 19 February 1942; and sister-inlaw of WW2 veterans Ponciano and Delfin Cubillo.
‘Cubillo Street’ also recalls the memory of her son Laurie Cubillo,
and her nephews Pedro and Murray Cubillo, who all saw military
service with the Australian Army during the post-war period.
The service and sacrifice of Australian personnel in this 12 year
conflict, together with their Malayan and Commonwealth
colleagues, was not in vain, serving to uphold the sovereignty of
Malaya allowing the successful attainment of independence on 31

ThanksDigger@gmail.com

Thanks Digger
The ‘Thanks Digger’ Facebook page has been
established as a tribute to all personnel and
others who have served in the defence of Australia
and Australia’s interests.
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger | ThanksDigger@gmail.com

Captions
Image 1: This newspaper article from September 1959 describes
the return to Australia of 3RAR, 100 Field Battery RAA, and 2 Field
Troop RAE, and the deployment to Malaya of 1RAR, 101 Field
Battery RAA and 1 Field Troop RAE.
Image 2: Formation shoulder sleeve insignia of Headquarters Far
East Land Forces (FARELF).
Image 3: This newspaper article from November 1959 describes
the arrival of 1RAR and 1 Field Troop, RAE and their jungle training
at the FARELF Jungle Warfare School at Kota Tinggi in Singapore.
Image 4: Formation shoulder sleeve insignia of the
28th Commonwealth Infantry Brigade Group (1955-71).
Image 5: Headquarters of the 28th Commonwealth Infantry
Brigade Group (as it appeared in 1965), from the album of
Sergeant Bill Lagas of Intelligence Section, Headquarters 3RAR.
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A COUPLE OF JOKES
An Irish daughter had not been home for over 5
years. Upon her return, her Father cursed her heavily.
'Where have ye been all this time, child? Why did ye
not write to us, not even a line? Why didn't ye call?
Can ye not understand what ye put yer old mother
through?'
The girl, crying, replied, Dad... I became a prostitute.'
'Ye what!? Get out a here, ye shameless harlot!
Sinner! You're a disgrace to this Catholic family.'
'OK, Dad... as ye wish. I only came back to give mum
this luxurious fur coat, title deed to a ten bedroom
mansion, plus a 5 million savings certificate. For my
little brother, this gold Rolex. And for ye Daddy, the
sparkling new Mercedes limited edition convertible
that's parked outside plus a membership to the
country club ... (takes a breath) ... and an invitation
for ye all to spend New Year's Eve on board my new
yacht in the Riviera.'
'What was it ye said ye had become?' says Dad.
Girl, crying again, 'A prostitute, Daddy!.'
'Oh! My Goodness! Ye scared me half to death, girl! I
thought ye said a Protestant! Come here and give yer
old Dad a hug !!!

I mowed the lawn today, and after doing
so I sat down and had a cold beer. The
day was really quite beautiful, and the
drink facilitated some deep thinking.
My wife walked by and asked me what I
was doing, and I said, "Nothing." The
reason I said "nothing" instead of saying
"just thinking" is because she then would
have asked, "About what?" At that point I
would have had to explain that men are
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deep thinkers about various topics, which
would lead to other questions.
Finally I pondered an age old question: Is
giving birth more painful than getting
kicked in the testicles? Women always
maintain that giving birth is way more
painful than a guy getting kicked in the
testicles, but how could they know?
Well, after another beer, and some more
heavy deductive thinking, I have come up
with an answer to that question. Getting
kicked in the testicles is more painful than
having a baby, and even though I
obviously couldn't really know, here is the
reason for my conclusion. A year or so
after giving birth, a woman will often say,
"It might be nice to have another child."
On the other hand, you never hear a guy
say, "You know, I think I would like
another kick in the testicles."
I rest my case. Time for another beer,
and then maybe a nap.
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